S L U G + HLEIRFEE

Settling down
with a wife and
kids is what you’re
supposed to do,
right? But not all
blokes play by the
rules. Not all “grow
up”. Our writer
explores what the
grass really looks
like on the other
side of that white
picket fence
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WHEN
DO YOU
CALL IT
A NIGHT?
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LIFE

They call it “The Resort” and it’s a two-storey, four-bedroom joint
with a swimming pool. There’s a deck with a four-burner
barbecue, a dartboard, a ping-pong table and DVDs of every
action movie ever made. There’s a full-size beer fridge and a
wall-size wine rack. There are big-screen TVs with sport on 24/7.
They’ve rigged up one TV so you can watch it from a blow-up
seat in the pool. And it’s where three of my mates – single,
self-employed, sneaking past 40 – live like Peter Pan on the piss.
There’s a nine-hole golf course up the road
where they tool about in carts. Mid-week
they play tennis, a dozen blokes, a couple of
Eskies. Then they head back to The Resort
to play darts and drink rum. They call it “Big
Wednesday”. And it’s just what they do, you
know, on Wednesdays.
They work for themselves and keep their
own hours. And without partners, kids,
mortgages, school fees, health insurance and
repayments on late-model family wagons, they
have few commitments outside rent and whose
shout it is. They can largely do whatever they
want, whenever they want to do it.
Not that I crave that life, mind. I’m not
much on darts, the golf course is a shit-hole
and re-heated pizza is no sort of breakfast.
And men like myself are healthier and happier
having a family and all that goes with it
– studies (many published in this very
magazine) confirm it. But for a mortgage-belt
husband and father of three young boys, it’s a
lifestyle I do covet vicariously.
Because regardless of whether you agree
with their lifestyle choices, they are choices.
And what they’ve effectively chosen is to opt
out. They’re off the grid. They’ve basically
spurned the relationship compact of our times.
That being: find someone you enjoy hanging
out with, and do it forever. And women have
spurned them back. And, even as streaks of
grey crop up in their hair and character lines
distinguish their faces, they appear to be
largely cool with that.
Of course, there would be lonely evenings
staring into a schooner or spooning a pillow.
But for mine there’s something . . . I dunno,
not “liberating” about it. But something. It
speaks to some primal part of me that knows
it’s not for me and would be rubbish but craves
it all the same. It’s like that scene in Shrek
Forever After where Rumpelstiltskin tricks the
bored, domesticated ogre into enjoying a day
out pillaging. You know, being an ogre. For a
day, anyway.
Now, I have a beautiful wife, five-year-old
twin boys and a little fella who’s nearly four. To
say my family is the best thing in my life would
be trite. It wouldn’t even begin to explain the
whole-bodied love I have for these people.
They’re a part of me. Any father would tell you
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the same – they are your life. You’d die for
your family.
Plus they’re cracking good fun. Watch your
boy tuck the ball under his arm and run away
to the try-line laughing his head off – that
could be the coolest, most fun thing in a man’s
life. Plus Shrek Forever After and all of that
Disney and Pixar fare is wildly entertaining.
Mostly, being a dad is fun and cool.
But there are hard yards. This year we
finished five years of nappies. Five years! We
can only read about the latest restaurants and
bars. We don’t have mortgage pressure per se,
but we both have to work. I love this woman
to death and until death does us part, and all
that. But our partnership can be just that – an
exercise in logistics.
And here’s something they don’t tell you
in Wacko! Yippee! You’re Going To Be A Dad!:
it can be shit-boring. Because the Cartoon
Network sucks. Swimming lessons suck. Play
parks? They all suck. Getting the wiggling
little critters in and out of the bloody car – belt
up, un-belt, repeat. I’ve done my back twice.
Cooking and cleaning up bloody pasta, every
freakin’ day, Jesus! It’s domestic servitude. It’s
indentured labour. It’s a pain in the arse.
And occasionally, as Freddie Mercury
sang and Shrek would concur, I want to break
free. I want to spend a week playing golf in
Queenstown. I want to drink a capriosca on
Ipanema Beach. And I want to get loose with
a bunch of drongo mates. Not all the time. But
sometimes? For sure. Sometimes I want to
release the inner ogre.
And thus, when one of the boys held his
birthday party at The Resort, I thought, Okay,

time to tie one on. One night in Bangkok, baby,
a night of largesse, looseness and borderline
debauchery. We would live large. Hoo-ha!
And thus I arrived at 8pm to find upwards
of 70 men and maybe five women, the
birthday boy’s mum and sisters included.
They’d come from everywhere, these men
– school mates, work mates, blokes from footy.
A mate hugged me and told me how good his
ecstasy high was. Downstairs was a smoky
room full of blokes and bongs, partying like
they had at university. It was a buck’s night. A
sausage fest. It was like that movie Old School
except everyone was Frank the Tank.
“Want some acid?” asked a mate, and I
laughed: “No. Hell, no.” And I thought, Acid?
I mean . . . really? Really? I couldn’t think of
anything worse. There was a time I’d have
eaten it up. But now? Please. Jesus.
Not to say I didn’t have a fine time. My
mates are cracking good blokes. Hale and
hearty, and exceedingly good fun. Great tales,
great laughs. They’re genuine people, there’s
no shit in them. And I had a top time catching
up and drinking beer and having a yarn, and
just being that sort of man again, the one
without care.
But by midnight I was gone.
In the cab home I came up with this
column, thinking of a Carrie Bradshaw-style
thing with a headline like, Freedom: Is It Vastly
Overrated? Because what I’d mostly done with
“freedom” was largely self-destructive. There
was plenty of fun, for sure. I saw Manchester
United play Arsenal at Wembley. I had sex
on a train in Prague. I once drove a full lap
of Australia playing golf every day. But you

Here’s something
they don’t tell you in
Wacko! Yippee!
You’re Going To Be
A Dad!: it can be
shit-boring
know that Paul Kelly song I’ve Done All The
Dumb Things? I’ve done things Paul Kelly
wouldn’t have even conceived. I’ve ruptured
friendships. I’ve laid down with dogs and
picked up fleas. And I’ve lived large and loose.
And I did it for 20 bloody years.
And thus Sunday mornings you can
find me digging deep into the toilet with
one of those winding toilet-clearing things,
fossicking about for whatever plastic Star
Wars character has backed up the bastard
thing again. And it’s there, chock-a-block up
the S-bend, that I might pine for golf trips and
for Prague, and for a time when I did whatever
the hell I wanted.
But as my mates partied into Sunday and
fuelled hangovers that would last a week,
I chose to tool about on the beach with the
family. I chose to make sandcastles, splash
about between the flags and have fish and
chips for lunch. That afternoon I chose to sit on
the couch with a stubby of pale ale and watch
footy. And for dinner I chose to carve the lamb
roast and crack dad jokes with the kids.
I chose home. Resorts are for holidays.

Settle Down or Run Wild (Quite Possibly Naked)?
When it comes to plotting
your path in life, there’s no
right or wrong way. If you
think the grass is greener
then it’s probably AstroTurf.
“These days you can have
lots of sex without
commitment, you don’t
have to get married or have
children,” says relationships
psychologist John Aiken.
What’s not to like?
“There are aspects of it that
are very appealing,” admits
Aiken. “For a weekend or a
holiday it can definitely help
you reconnect with your
male side.” The downside,
he says, is that “you have
no real connection or
commitment to anything. It
can also get very lonely.”
Here are a few ways to
make it more meaningful.

WORK ON MORE THAN
JUST YOUR HANDICAP

DON’T BE A DATING–
APP DOUCHE

ENSURE ROUTINES
DON’T BECOME A RUT

SEE BEYOND
THE HASSLE

Sure, having no leash
leaves you free to hone
your short game or lose
Sundays recovering from
the effects of various
toxins. Fun for a while, but
behaviour most guys
“start to modify once they
move into their thirties”,
reckons Aiken. If you’re
footloose and free, put
some checks and
balances in place so that
your life isn’t consumed
by excess (try an app like
Wise Drinking). And be
sure to make the most of
all that freedom. If you
don’t have kids, there’s no
excuse not to write that
novel or climb Kilimanjaro.

Play the field at your
fingertips with a little bit
of finesse. If you’re happy
to swipe and swerve, be
upfront about it, Aiken
advises. “Explain you’re
not in it for a relationship;
you love the life you
lead.” All coupled-up and
envious of your mate’s
bachelor lifestyle?
Console yourself with the
knowledge that most
night’s he’s alone on the
couch with Pornhub and
empty takeaway boxes.

Monday’s trivia,
Tuesday’s tacos,
Wednesday’s the trots,
Thursday through
Sunday is footy or golf.
“These guys set their life
on a schedule designed
to satisfy their desires,”
says Aiken. “They don’t
like to relinquish control
or deviate from their
routine.” It can be a
pattern to subdue
anxiety, he warns. Just
because you don’t
have immediate
responsibilities to anyone
else isn’t an excuse to be
a self-absorbed prick.
Make time to hang out
with your niece, grandma
or elderly neighbour.

Your mate with a
newborn is a walking
zombie? His missus is
always on at him about
the bins? “Some guys see
the amount of effort that
goes into a relationship,
especially when kids are
involved,” says Aiken. “It
can reaffirm that the life
they’re living is a lot
easier.” It is worth noting
that there are a few
reported benefits to
family life too. If your love
life is like an aimless
channel-flicking search
for stimulation, keep in
mind that it can also be
very rewarding to sit
through a slow-burning,
six-series box-set.
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